Japaneasy
There were common mistakes that Japanese people used to make when they spoke English. Now,
with the help of this paper you can learn to speak fluently, like a native speaker.
Things I heard people mis-pronounce included:
V as in Vegetable
L as in Quickly
R as in Really (yes its true)
SO, V is pronounced by touching your bottom lip with your Visible teeth. On the other hand (then)
B is pronounced by pressing Both lips together. So with this knowledge say:
Vegetables are both a viable and brilliant vehicle for bringing vegetarians belonging to very big
families beautiful vacancies at Sunday dinner.
L is pronounced by Learning to bring the tongue quick-ly between the teeth. This overpronunciation can help you at first and you will smooth-ly say the sound through practise:
My teacher always told me “Learn quickly and easily” and I'm not going to tell you to practise until
you speak English smoothly, fluently, effectively, efficiently. You can be that amazing with
English, or not. Lovely language is on permanent loan.
The R sound Requires minimal tongue movement. It may help you to hold your tongue at the
bottom of your mouth to get the Required sounds. Now, this felt funny at first but it does produce
the Really English sounds:
Rapid progress has been received already through thorough rational records recovered and recycled
which were reported by referees recovering.
Bringing them altogether Now:
Vegetables are both lovely to receive and reasonably priced. They also keep vegetarians really/very
happy and feeling brilliant. Rationality and effectively learning don't always smoothly reveal
English culture. Left and right, right and wrong, lemon and lime, trainers and boots, books and
looks. Value can be found in vanilla, bright lights, brightly and lightly recognising viable rules ,
really.
Fun: Repeat everything on this sheet everyday for 3 days or 7 days or not.
Website: http://barnesinstitute.2freedom.com or http://kshq.awardspace.com
We invite you to phone so, you can mark/book your lessons: 07963960499
Email all questions to: problemsolver@techie.com
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